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ABSTR" T

The three basic principles of experimental design: replication,

randomization, and local control, are briefly discussed. Advantages of

the proper application of the principles are gtven, and the importance

of the role of experimental design is illustrated by a numerical example.

Three analyses are performed on the same set of test data. First, an

analysis is performed on a set of empirical data to salvage as much

information as possible from the data of the uncontrolled experiment.

Secondly, some (but not all) information is obtained about the conduct

of the experiment, necessary assumptions are then made, and an analysis

of variance is performed, Finally, the data are properly analyzed by

performing a nested-factorial analysis of variance as dictated by the

design and the actual conduct of the experiment. The validity and the

amount of information resulting from the three analyses are then compared.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The three general phases of experimentation are - the design phase,

the execution phase, and the analysis phase. The design phase involves

the complete set of actions taken prior to the conduct of the experiment;

the execution phase refers to the actual conduct of the experiment; and

the analysis phase includes data reduction, numerical computations, and

interpretation of results. The importance of the design phase of

experimentation cannot be overemphasized because of the dependence of

the analysis phase upon the design phase. That is, the basis of the

interpretation of experimental data is the analysis, but the analysis is

dictated by the experimental design. Addelman (1969) recently expressed

concern over the fact that far more emphasis has been placed on analysis

than on design in the literatuie on the design and analysis of experLments.

"Designing" an experiment simply means "planning" an experiment so

that infonuation will be collected which is relevant to the problem under

investigation. Naturally, this plannix.g phase is the time to ensure that

the appropriate quantity and quality of data will be obtained in a manner

which permits the proper application of inductive statistical methodology

aad, consequently, an objective analysis leading to valid inferencea with

respect to the stated problem.

The objective of aity experimental design is to provide the maximum

amount of information at a minimum cost. Consequently, experimental

design is concerned with both statistic.<' efficiency and resource economy.

Both features should be present in any scientific investigation.



I!. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF PFERIMENTAL DESIGN

* iThe three basic principles of experimental design, replication,

randomization, and local control, are well summarized by Chew (1958).

Replication serves a dual purpose. It makes a statistical test of

significance possible (by providing a valid estimate of experimental

error), and it improves the precision of the estimated effects of the

factors under investigation. While replication makes a test of

significance possible, randomization makes the test valid by eliminating

bias and by making it appropriate to analyze the data as though the

errors were independent. Errors from experimental units adjacent in

tine or space tend to be correlated, but the randomization gives any

two "treatments" being compared an equal chance of being adjacent.

For example, suppose two tank types (A and U) are to be compared with

four teat runs each, The order of the eigl, runs should be completely

randomized. From an operational viewpoint, a design like AAAABBBB or

BBBBAAAA might be more convenient. However, both of these designs are

poor because tqrnk effect and time effect are "confounded." The weather,

visibility, ground condition, crew fatigue, etc., may be quite differonu

during the first four runs than they are during the last four runs.

Consequently, that difference attributed to tank effect may be grossly

inflated due to the presenco of other indistinguishable effects b-cause

of iproper randomization. Proper randomization would guard against

continually favoring or handicapping either tank type. Cochran and Cox
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(1957) describe randomization as "insurance against disturbances that

may or may not occur and that may or may not be serious if they do

occur. r

Replication and randomization make a valid test of significance

possible. Local control then makes the test more sensitive (or powerful)

by reducing experimental error. That is, local control makes the

experimental design more efficient through the use of such features as

balancing, blocking, and grouping of the experimental units.

The following partial list contains areas of concern during the design

phase:

1. Choice of response or dependent variable.

2. Identification of existing independent variables (factors)
involved.

3. Identification of controllable and uncontrollable factors.

4. Selection of controllable factors to be varied.

5. identification of levels of these controllable factors.

6. Identification of qualitative and quantitative factors.

7. Identify factors having fixed levels and those having
random levels.

8. Relationship of factors (crossed or nested).

9. Restriction upon randomization.

10. Method of randomization.

11. Order of experimentation.

12. Formulation of hypotheses.

3



A "check list" can prove most helpful in assuring that nothing has

been overlooked during the design phase. Such a check list is provided

in Ostle (1963 and 1967).

Ultimately in the design phase, a mathematical model is hypothesized

for the relationship of the dependent variable to the independent

variables. That is, the response variable is expressed as a function of

the independent variables. This hypothesized model, along with all the

necessary assumptions concerning the model, provides the basis for a

statistical analysis which is performed on the experimental data. An

outline of a proposed statistical analysis at this point provides an

excellent opportunity for ensuring that the analysis will, in fact,

accomplish the objectives of the experiment.

Many advantages, both direct and indirect, can result tf full use is

umade of the principles of experimental design. A partial list of the

advantages of statistically designed experiments is as follows:

1. The statement of experimental objectives is usually
developed more completely.

2. The required coordination between the 6nalyst(s) and the
experimenter(s) facilitates the analysis, the interpretation
of reaults, and the drawing of conclusions.

3. Attention is focused on interralationships &wong the
variables under investigation.

4. Sources of variability are identified and meaaured with
increased accuracy and precision,

5. The number of experirwntal units required to achieve a
stated objective can generally be accurately estimated
and often reduced.
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6. An estimate of experimental error is usually obtained.
a -t

7. A greater quantity of usable data is obtained for each
dollar expended.

8. Analysis can be improved by eliminating incorrect analysis
resulting from a lack of understanding how the experiment
was conducted.

9. Cooperation can be improved between groups not in complete
contact with one another during the execution and the
analysis phases.

10. The invalid extrapolation of data beyond the range of
experimeatal conditions can be avoided.

In the sections which follow, the role of experimental design is

illustrated. In the first example, a "salvage operation" is illustrated

for empirical data from an uncontrolled experiment. Then the data are

2:.alyzed as if it were obtained from a designed experiment. But, a wrong

model is employed, and the underlying assumptions are ignored. Fir~ally,

the data are properly analyzed as dictated by the design and conduct of

the experiment. The quality and quantity of the information obtaited

from the three analyses are discussed.

III. "SALVAGO' OPERATIONS ON AN UNCONTMOLLE) EXPERIMENT

Consider an investigation concerning evaluation of concepts, doctrine,

and organization of field artillery. Suppose a specific facet of the test

is an evaluation of a newly proposed loading rmthod. Coat of the proposed

loading method is the same as the currently eloyed method; therefore,

the proposed method will be recomnded if the loading rate of the new

method is cignificantly faster than the old method.

5



A field test was conducted and 18 trials were perforaved for each loaidi

method. The number of rounds loaded were recorded for each trial. Thfe

average number of round8 loaded per minute f&r each trial is showi below.

TABLE I

FIELD ARTILLERY I)LTA*

Trial New Method Old Method
Number (Ruunds per Min.) (RoundL er :r.)

1 20.2 14,2
2 26.2 1M.0
3 23.8 12.5
4 22.0 14.1
5 22.6 14.0
6 22.9 13.7
7 23.1 14.1
8 22.9 12.2
9 21.8 12.7

10 24.1 16.2
11 26.9 19.1
12 24.9 15,4
13 23.5 16.1
14 24.6 18.1
15 25.0 16.0
16 22.9 16.1
17 23.7 13.8
18 23.,5 15.1

SFromu Hicks (1964). Fuitdumantal Concepts in thv uesign of
Experimnents, p. 172.

With the above infoiý"ton, the two loadinBg wethods are to be evaluated.

Such an evaluation might take the form of a cooarstive analysis of the

numbe-i of rounds loaded per minute by the two methods. The cnalysis

should begin with a study of the tmo •aple distribu"ions. Supp-# no

infoxmation exists Puggesting that the parent population@ of the to

saxples aTe non-noial. An appropriate test such li the KolCo.otVov Test
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could be performed to test the null hypothesis that '.he parent population

of each of the two samples is a normal distribution with mean and variance

equal to those of the correspcnding sample distribution. Rather than

illustrate the Kolmogorov Test, which is not the purpose of this paper,

normality of the parent populations will be assumed (or assumed to have

been tested and not rejected).

Having established normality of the two populations, equality of the

2 2two population variances (a1 and a.) must be investigated. That is, the

2 2null hypothesis Ho :, = a2 is tested against the alternative hypothesis

Ha: oa1 a 2 . The appropriate test for testing equality of the population2 2
variances is the variance ratio sl/22 which is F distributed with degrees

2 2 2 2of freedom equal to the degrees of freedom of and a2, where a and

are sample estimates of the population parameters, a1 2nd a2. Notationally,

2

-2 , F(nl-l,n 2-1),
s 2

where nI is the sample size of the new method and n 2 is the sample size of

the old method (n n 2 a 18). The familiar statistics (s2J ; 1,2)

estimating the population variances are:

2 h2
s =E (xji-.j) /(nj-l); j 1,2

i=1

where Xj E xji/nj; J 1,2
i-i



anand XL and x21 rtfer to iple values from the new and the old method,

respectively. The above fou.r compuzeeý statistics are:

X1 " 23.59 . - 15.08

81 2,512 s2 3.889

Because the alternative hypothesis (a contains both
2 2 2 2

inequalities, 01 <02 and 01> 2, the variance ratio test is a

two-sidcd test. That is, the rejection region for the test statistic

228l/S2 < F(cv/2,nl.~ 21

or

Arbitrarily selecting a 0.05 as the level of significance for

illustrative purposes, S2/s 2 = 0.646 is comupzred with the critical

F-values, F(0.025,17,17) = 0.37 and F(0.975,17,17) - 2.67, and is seen

to be well within the acceptance region. The best estimate, thi, of

the common but unknown population variance (a2) is the pooled variance,

2 2
2 (nl-l)s1 + (n2 -1)82sp

nl+n2 - 2

3.022

Haviag established that the two parent nonmal' pmulatiou••ravs:
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a common variance, the twD-saMple t-test is applicable fox testing the

inequality of th3 two population means (PI and 0 2 )" Unlike the ab Ve

two-eided F-test, the appropriate t-test is a one-sided toot b-w-aise 4e

are Thteaested in lapcivg the ol .method vith the new method only if

it is significantly faster (rounds loaded peTr minute)'than the old method.

That is, we consider the serious error to be wrongly concluding that the
new method is faster when, in fact, it is not (type II error is ignored).

Consequently, the null hypothesis Ho: p, : p2 is tested against the

alternative hypothesis Ha: Pi > P2. The computed test statistic (tc) is:

7I "2
tc .. t(nl+n2 -2)

P'f 7n" 2

with n1 +n 2 -2 degrees of freedom. If tc • t(l-aj+-ý4), rejecttthe-null

hypothesis at the at-level of significance; otherwise do not reject the

null hypothesis. Again, at 0.05 is arbitrarily selected for illustration.

The tabulated critical value is t(0.95,34) F 1.69, and the computed

t-statistic is tc = 14.67. Therefore, the null hypothesis ia rejected at

the 0.05-level of significance, i.e., the number of rounds loaded per

minute by the new method is not equal to or leso than the ntumber of rounds

loaded per minute by the old method.

A cursory examination of the above analysis might suggest chat -he

analysis accomplished the objective of the investigation. However, further

examination quickly reveals that thae analysis leaves many questions

unanswered. Mhese questions concern, but are not limitbad to, the order of

d: 9



Stesting the loading methods, the number of loading teams used in tae test,

and the physique and level of training of the men participating .n the.

*- test. Unfortunately, the available infomnation about the test is inadequate

to answer questions in the above cited areas. Because of incomplete

information concerning the conduct of the test, the above analysis is,

essentially, the extent of the statistical analysis which can be performed

and have validity.

IV. "DESIGNED" AFTER EXECUTION

Suppose a more thorough statistical analysis is desired. A query into

the :onduct of the test revealed that in addition to the two loading

methods, two other factors were controlled. The loading teams consisted

of chree teams for each of three physique classification groups, and each

method, ,coup, team combination was tested twice. The same test data given

in TAKLE I above is retabulated in the following thtee-way table illustrating

the tbree coutrolled factors.

TABE Ii

THREE-WAY DATA ARRAY

Group
S1 J1- 2 3

Teams 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3

20.2 26.2 23.8 22.0 22.6 22.9 2:. 1 22.9 21.8
Method 1

24.) 26.9 24'#9c 23.5 24.6 25.0 22.9 23.7 23.5
14 ,2 18,0 11•5 14.1 14.0 13.7 14.1 12.2 12.7•

Method 2 16.2 19.1 15.4' 16.1 18.1 16.0 16.1 13.8 15.1

10
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The test data is now analyzed by employing tL,= analysis of variance

(AN)VA) procedure. ANOVA is a method of partitioning the total variability

of a response: variable into component parts associated with the controlled

factors under investigation and the uncontrolled random error. Methods,

Groups, and Teams are termed "factors," and the classifications of the

factors are termed "'levels.'t That is, the number of levels for Methods,

Groups, and Teams are two, three, and three, respectively. The ANOVA

model used is:

ya~yp p• + Aa + 1ý + C7 + ABO + AC•7 + BCpy + ABC.y + R•3yp; a = 1,2
- 1,2,3

y 1,2,3
P - 1,2.

where y is the response variable; u is the true mean effect; A, B, and C

are the Method, Group, and Team effects, respectively; AB, AC, and BC are

the two-factor interaction effects between the factors; ABC is the

three-factor interaction effect; and R is the random error effect.

Neither the assumptions of the model n.. the computational procedures

of the ANOVA are discussed. This is not to be construed that assumptions

of the model are not important; the assumptions are very important as will

be illustrated later. The computational results are illustrated and the

inferences from the analysis are discussed. The usual ANOVA table of

the computational results is below:

11



TABLE III

ANOVA FOR FACTORIAL EXPERIMENT

Source of Variation Degrees of Freedom Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Ratio

A 1 651.95 651.95 282.23***

2 16.05 8.02 3.47

C 2 12.77 6.38 2.76

AB 2 1.19 0.60 0.26

AC 2 5.56 2.78 1.20

BC 4 26.49 6.62 2.87

ABC 4 5.16 1.29 0.56

Error 18 41.59 2.31

Total 35 760.76

- Significant at the 0.001-level )f significance

NOTE - A fixed effects model is assumed.

The previously mentioned partitioning of the total variability is

illustrated in the Sum of Squares Column in the table. Note that the Total

Sum of Squares (760.76) is partitioned into eight component parts. For

example, of the total variability (760.76) within the 36 data values, 651.95

of it is attributed to Methods (represented by factor A). A visual inspection

of the Sum of Squares Column suggests that Methods is the predominant source

of variation of the average number of rounds loaded per minute during the test.

The actual testing of the various hypotheses concerning the factorial

effects of the model is accomplished by a comparison of the values in the

12



F-Ratio Column with appropriate critical F-values previously discussed.

,, For example, testing at the 0.05-level of significance for illuhtratiou,

282.23 is compsred with F(0.95,1.18) - 4.41 and is found to be highly

significant. Continuing the testing as illustrated, none of the remaining

F-ratios are found to be significant.

A first impression of the above analysis of variance might be that

the -analysis is thorough and complete, and the objective of the

investigation has been satisfactorily accomplished. An examination

of the analysis, however., reveals that the analysis is not valid. Recall

that the design of an experiment dictates the analysis of the experimental

data collected.

In the above analysis of variance (TABLE III), all factorial effects

were tested against the within error variance. That is, the F-ratios

were determined from MS(Factorial Effect)/MS(Error). However, the within

error variance is the denominator of all F-ratios only if the ANOVA model

is a fixed effects model (or Model I). An examination of the methods of

selecting the levels of each of the three factors indicated that all three

factors were not fixed; the teams were randomly chosen. Therefore, the

ANOVA nodel is a mixed model (or Model III), i.e., the model contains

both fixed and raudom factors; factors A and B are fixed, and factor C

is random. To determine the proper F-ratios for testing the factorial

effects, the expected mean squares (EMS'a) must be determined because

the F-ratios are derived from the EMS's.

1J
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The usual rules available in the literature may be employed to

determine the EMSW's (See, for example, Bennett and Franklin (1954),

Hicks (1964), or Johnson and Leone, Vol, II (1964)). The ENS's for the

above particular model, however, have already been derived and are

available. The correct F-ratios for the particular mixed model are

illustrated, for example, in Ostle (1963), Wine (1964), and Beyer

(1966) - MS(A)/MS(AC), NS(B)/NS(BC), MS(C)/MS(Error), 1M(AB)/MS(ABC),

MS (AC)/MS (Error), MS (BC)/MS (Error), MS (ABC) /MS (Error).

V. PROPERLY DESIGNED NESTED-FACTORIAL EXERIMNT

In addition to the incorrect F-ratios in the above analysis, further

investigation into the conduct of the experiment revealed that the ANOVA

model in Section IV was incorrect. The three randomly selected teams

(Factor C) were not the same teams for all three groups (Factor B). Three

different teams were randomly selected for each of the three groups.

Therefore, nine teams were actually used in the experiment. The experiment,

therefore, was not a factorial experiment; it was a nested-factorial

experiment.

To emphasize the nesting feature of the experiment, the data layout

of TABLE II is revised. TABLE IV below reflects the nesting of the

ta.ws within groups, and TABLE V contains the cell and marginal means

of TABLE IV.

14



TAMLE IV

DATA LAYOUT FOR NESTED-FACTORIAL EXPERIMENT

k •Group

1 2 3

* Teams 1 2 3 4 5 5 7 8 9

20.2 26.2 23.8 22.0 22.6 22.9 23.1 22.9 21.8
Method 1
_ _ 24.1 26.9 24.9 23.5 24.6 25.0 22.9 23.7 23.5

Mto 14.2 18.0 12.5 14.1 14.0 13.7 14.1 12.2 12.7
Method 2

16.2 19.1 15.4 16.1 18.1 16.0 16.1 13.8 15.1

TABLE V

CELL AND MARGINAL MEANS

Group

1 2 3

Teams 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

22.15 26.55 2433 2227Y 23.60 23.95 23.00 23.30 22.65 23.59
Method 1

24.35* 23.43* 22.98*
S15.20 18.55 13.95 15.10 16.05 i4.15 15.10 13.00 13.90 i5.08

Method 2
15.90* 15.33* 14.00* $

S18.68 22.55 19.15 18.92 19.82 19.4 1905 18.15 1.28

20.12** 19.38** 18.49** 1 19.33

S- Method-Group Means

- Group Means

Knowledge of the relationships (crossed or nested) of twe factors under

investigation is necessary before the correct analysis of variance model

can be specified. However, this alone is not sufficient; knowledge of the

15



order of experimentation is also necessary. In the field artillery

experiment, no blocking was performed; the order of experimentation

was completely randomized. Therefore, the correct model for the

nested-factorial experiment in a completely randomized design is:

yCIP P + af+ + AB*+ Cy + ACY + 1P(OPY) ; 1, 2
1,2,3

y - 1,2,3
p- 1,2.

The parentheses in the model denote the nesting of the factors. The

factor(s) represented by the subscript(s) not in parentheses is (are)

nested within the factor(s) represented by the subscript(s) within

parentheses. For example, C denotes that factor C is nested within
* '4'Y(P)

factor B. Note additionally, from the W4NJVA model and from TABLE IV

that Mathod (factor A) and Group (factor B) are crossed, while Nothod is

crossed with Teams (factor C) within Groups.

The sums of squares corresponding to lke texrs of the correct wodel

and the incorrect model are identical. The sums of squares corresponding

to the two unlike terms, C and ACay(•) are

SS HY(•)1 59.26

SS r ACO*O 10.72
L

In order to determine the F-ratios in the analysis of variance, the

rules cited in Section III are applied. The resulting expected mean squares

and the F-ratios to be perfbrso are illstr"t• thifllom•4ztabLe.

16



TAILt VI

EXPECTED MAN SqUAM

Source Expected Mean Square

u2 2 2 2

22
+ C+12 E N/2

AB 2+ 20 + 6E £ E /2 A

Cy() a2 + 42 -

AC CT2 + 2a2

Rp (4y) a2 4..

The proper analysis of variance for the. experiment is given in the

following table.

TABLE VII

ANOVA FOR NESTED -FACTORIAL R-'FRIE•Er

Source of Variation Degrees of Freedom Su= of Squarqe Mean Square F-Rao

AO 1 651.95 651.95 364.22'%.

12 6.05 8.02 1.23
A 2 1.19 0.60 0.34

6 39.26 6.54 2.63,

ACO( 6 10.72 1.79 0.77

Error 18 4".59 2.31
Total 35 760.76

* - Significant at the O.05-level of significance

14 - Significant at the O.O01-level of significance

17
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From a comparison of the stum of squares in TA~M.ES IXI and V1, theii 'sum of the two sum of square: due to:C and 3C of the incorrect model is

...... fon ob tesmo sursdeto C iialtetosmof

of squares due to AC That is, u~hat was formerly thought to be Team

effect and Group-Team interaction effect is, in fact, Team-within-Group

effect. Anid, what was wrongly thought to be Method-Group interaction

effect and Method-Group-Team interaction effect is, in fact,

Method-Team-within-Group effect.

Although the F-ratios in TABLE III are incorrect, conclusions concerning

the significance of Methods, Groups, and Method-Group interaction are not

changed draistically, THowever, in the correct analysis a difference between

Teams-with-Groups is significant at the 0.05-level of significaace which

was not detected in the inco:.rect anailysis. This team difference suggests

further team investigation is required. That is, knowledge of tho reason

for the team difference would ba desirable. Further invattigatiou of VOAVA

within the three physique groups might attribute the difference to such

things aa extent of individual experience, time since training, duration of

training, locAtion of training, method of training, etc.

11-c above three analyaes (t-teet, factorial "~A nI nZst 4-fcto0a

AWVA) performed on the same set of data illustrate the laportant role of

design in experimental investigations. The t-test was a valid anulysis,

but the analysis did not "xtract all the available inform~ation £t-ow the

18



experimental data. More information was available from the data than the

analysis revealed. The factorial ANOVA provided more infnrmation than the

t-test. However, because the ANOVA model and some of the underlying

assumptions were incorrect, the analysis was invalid. Consquently, the

additionally obtained information was incorrect. The nested-factorial

ANOVA, on the other hand, did yield valid information as wall as more

* •information. Because the ANOVA model and the assumptions concerning the

model were determined from a complete description (to the extent possible)

of the actual conduct of the experiment, the resulting anvilysis was valid.

Further, the additionally obtained informatiou concerning team differences

was bonus information that may be utilized when planning future experiments.

The above analyses also illustrate the importance of planning bef.

execution of the experiment. Deciding after the conduct of an experiment

is not the time to design an experiment. An experiment must be designed

before its execution. Ouly thap can asauiance be =.de that all factors

have been properly considered, levels of the factors have been properly

chosen, and the order of experimentation has bean properly datermined.

The value of statistically designed experimbants is evident and ahould

always be sought. Experience has shov•n that the return for the effort

spent in designing an experiment far outweighs the expense. In short,

the importaace of the design phaaa of an experiental investigation

cannot be overephasized.
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